News Blotter


Very many people were captured, lectured at, and then released by two
members of the self-proclaimed “Werewolf boyz”. These individuals
comport themselves like criminals, but appear to be merely siblings.



The Royal Bounty Hunters Guild sweeps through bounties. A dangerous
tiger was dispatched and a lady arsonist was peacefully convinced to
surrender herself. Guild Magistrate Lorelei was reported to be much
impressed with the efficiency and resourcefulness of the new members.



Reports of an undead ranger in the woods around Barstow and the
surrounding area. The rumor is this is one of the greater undead who
tried to interrupt the ritual of the Haven of the Traveler, who escaped
after the ritual was successful. Locals have referred to the villain as
“Chuck” and he has raided several hunting cabins and outlying
settlements. He is a powerful archer and confirmed Greater Undead, but
is avoiding direct engagement.



Ambassadors from the country of Ultus visisted recently, bringing their
unique approach to diplomacy. Garaltan Ambassadors are expected in the
near future.



There has recently been a resergence of popularity in home remedies for
lycanthropy. Among the most common of these includes squirting lemon
juice in one's eyes, eating a spoonfull of cinnamon, and disgustingly,
drinking brandy out of a dog's mouth.



The Five Crowns Market with sponsorship by the Martinelli family hosted
a poker tournament last month. The prizes included the catalyst for a
permanence ritual, a cache of scrolls, a cashe of potions, And a
workshop. The tournament was not attacked or disrupted in any way.



Community mourns the loss of Marshall Winston. The Winston boy was
found dead in an old shuttered hunting cabin belonging to his father. The
body was discovered by Harmony Wendall who ran for help. Multiple
townsfolk were witnesses to the scene discovered there and report that
in the small cabin there could be found blood, chains, paintbrushes, and
human bones strewn about. Some people think that someone was trying to
cast some kind of horrible ritual, but others are saying it was probably
just goblins or gnolls.

Find Your Fortune
January - The pen is mightier than the sword – but only under very specific circumstances.
February - Pay attention to your conscience this week. Did you really earn that loot, or just “find” it?

March - Make love, not trouble.
April - Your lucky star is bright this week. Actually very bright. And … a lot redder than usual. Huh.
May - Life is but a dream for you. All of it. Prove me wrong.
June - The number four holds good luck for you, possibly even great wealth.
July - You will find inspiration in the company of the less experienced.
August - There is a lesson for you to learn in the near future.
September - Your knowlege is deeper than any grave.
October - You will have a difficult decision to make. Make sure you have all the information.

November - If the weather is down keep your spirits up.
December - When you get information from the horses mouth – that's a dream and
you're asleep.

Personal Ads
The Five Crowns Market is looking for
singers, poets, musicians, and
entertainers of all varieties to preform in
the market. Pay and times to be
negotiated in person.
Brayden
The Five Crowns Market

